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1.Diagram overlaying proposal new partitions on top 
of existing ground floor plan.
2Abstract
Historic churches in New York City are endangered. 
Often in development zones primed for higher 
density, these grand and highly articulated buildings 
are succumbing to demolition or inappropriate 
alteration. Furthermore, their vulnerability is also 
due to dwindling congregations and deteriorated 
state. These difficulties can be compounded by their 
landmark status, as the case with the chosen thesis 
site of St. Martin’s Episcopal Church at the northeast 
corner of Lenox Avenue and 122nd Street in Harlem. 
As opposed to static repositories of culture or 
aesthetic style, this thesis envisions landmarks as 
the site for urban experimentation and evolution.
As a design concentration thesis, this project 
will propose an adaptive use and architectural 
intervention to the church complex in order to enable 
its preservation. The new programming will retain 
the existing reduced congregation and will add a civil 
rights institute with market-rate housing. Although at 
initial glance its landmark status and location in a 
Historic District may appear to be design constraints, 
this thesis will argue that landmarks are generators 
of culture that must continue to be edited to reflect 
the changes required of such an active force in 
the built environment. Thus, the historical and 
architectural significance of the existing building will 
become productive drivers of design, not inhibitors. 
Prioritizing the various levels of significance, 
selective demolition and calculated addition will 
guide the project to ensure the integrity of the 
building is not lost. As an exercise, this thesis 
will test how removed pieces can inform new 
architecture. As a composite object, with two post-
fire restorations leading to heavily altered fabric from 
the original 1888 William Appleton Potter design, 
the building represents a narrative of a fractured 
object, reconstituted over time. Factoring in market 
forces, the project consists of a substantial square 
footage addendum in order to achieve the maximum 
build out as allocated by the zoning resolution.
3“Kintsugi is the 500 year old Japanese art and 
philosophy of repairing broken pottery with lacquer 
dusted or mixed with powdered gold, silver, or 
platinum. It treats breakage and repair as part 
of the history of an object, rather than something 
to disguise. The understanding is that the piece 
is even more beautiful for having been broken.”1
DESIGN
STRATEGY
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2. Gold mixed with lacquer to repair bowl.1. Babette Babich, “Heidegger on Technology and Gelas-
senheit: Wabi-sabi and the Art of Verfallenheit.” AI & Society 
(2015).
4Objects in the built environment undergo inevitable 
change. Through time, forces of nature, economics, 
and architecture ultimately metamorphose the 
original building with its initial design intent 
into a different object, with varying degrees of 
resemblance to the original. As an architectural 
palimpsest, layered with multiple restorations due 
to fires, St. Martin’s Church is a fractured object. 
The building is an exemplar of Romanesque Revival 
architecture in New York. Formally the design 
is intact; however, the materiality and interior 
conditions have drastically evolved from the original. 
Therefore, the adaptive use must clarify the state of 
the object and allude to moments in the building’s 
history that have influenced its current condition. 
This thesis will explore how the removal of existing 
fabric and the addition of new fabric can bolster 
the significance of the existing building while 
integrating new forms and programming. Removal 
will be conducted with precision and consequence 
to the new architecture. Embracing change with the 
viewpoint that the deterioration of the church is an 
opportunity for design intervention, the objective is 
selective engagement and demolition of the existing 
fabric. Complementary contrast will be a guiding 
principle. With an expressive interior and a muted 
exterior, the new architecture will infuse the existing 
planar and smooth interior with tactility; whereas, on 
the exterior, the new architecture will be assimilated 
into the composition, forming a new aggregate of 
old and new. The addition will discerningly approach 
and contact the existing fabric on the exterior. 
In order to preserve the reading and narrative of the 
building, the removed materials will be re-imagined 
in novel ways in the new architecture. Former 
roof materials will become cladding materials. 
The primary architectural intervention is 
the construction of two 6-story wings of 
residential space replacing the east and south 
transepts. These wings will be supported by
the insertion of a six story tower clad in slate, 
referential in location and material to the removed. 
Creating a tower inside the building, this architectural 
gesture imbues the interior with an element that 
defines the external significance. Rising upward 
through the former roof plane, this core will contain 
all functional elements of both the church worship 
space and the vertical circulation of the housing. 
This slate nucleus will incorporate the altar, lectern, 
sacristy, and rood screen in combination with the 
elevator and fire stair, while providing structural 
support for six L-shaped floor plates above the ground 
floor. To accommodate required rear yards, the floor 
plates will be offset from the southeast corner of 
the site. Subsequently, this un-buildable space will 
become gardens for the ground floor apartments. 
The nave will be re-oriented to the north-south axis, 
utilizing the core as the focal point. Through removal 
of the deteriorated balconies, the worship space 
will retain its volumetric quality, further enhanced 
by skylights at the former transept intersection.
The  logic of the program is to shrink the sanctuary 
to a size that the congregation can fill and maintain. 
The parish house will be adapted to become the 
Civil Rights Institute, consistent with the history and 
traditions of the church. Finally, the new programming 
includes market-rate housing presumably in concert 
with a developer to subsidize the previous gestures. 
As the building derives its primary significance from 
its picturesque exterior composition, the addition will 
aptly graft behind the southern gable of the Lenox 
Avenue façade and above the eastern entry on the 
West 122nd Street façade. These measures will 
ensure that the addition takes on a supporting role 
in the composition, as not to create visual fracas. 
The compositional logic of the Lenox Avenue façade 
is a lower triangular element with a taller anterior 
supporting element as evidenced with the northern 
most gable and tower, and the central cupola and 
western transept gable. In continuation of this 
logic, the southern gable, which lacks a supporting 
element, is the ideal location for added mass. 
 
By adapting this landmark as a 24-hour 
mixed use building, it will once again become 
an active force in the built environment. 
Design Strategy
5The economic and physical conditions of the building 
have led it to an impasse; either transform or succumb 
to demolition. Mitigating issues of deterioration, the 
structural interlock between old and new, including 
new roofscape construction, will create a symbiotic 
relationship between the two. This mutual dependency, 
as the scissor truss supports of the existing will be 
held up by the new core, will conjoin the programs. 
In celebration of the patina of the building, the 
rooftop addition will clad in copper panels, permitted 
to oxidize over time to a matte gray-green. Thus, 
it will accept the visual identity of the tower cap 
and the cupola. The panels will be oriented in a 
contrasting vertical pattern dictated by material 
dimensions and abstracted from the stone coursing. 
Over time as exposure increases and accelerated 
with rainfall, the addition will infuse the existing 
sandstone and granite with hues of its former self, 
creating a material unity between the two. As housing 
units, with the need for light and air, the addition 
will operate in a chiaroscuro relationship with the 
existing, modestly fading into the background during 
the day and brightly illuminating during the night. 
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6Significance
SIGNIFICANCE
With a robust asymmetrical massing that unites 
the tower, church, parish house, and vicarage 
into one composition, St. Martin’s is an exemplar 
of Romanesque Revival architecture. With rock-
faced materials, the exterior of the church has an 
angular three dimensional quality. Objects reflect the 
values and embed the references of their creators. 
Directly influenced by the work of Henry Hobson 
Richardson, William Appleton Potter expertly echoed 
the gable proportions of Trinity Church (1877) and 
the tower design of  Allegheny County Courthouse 
(1888). Potter did not simply repeat the designs of 
Richardson; rather, he made them suitable for the site. 
The autonomy of the tower will be preserved. Bolting 
upright from the heavily grounded massing, the tower 
creates a striking and dignified silhouette that will 
not be interrupted. Although there will be a rooftop 
addition, the singularity of the  upper portion of the 
tower, from where it breaks from the Lenox Avenue 
roofline, will be maintained in order to preserve the 
tower’s compositional role. The profile line, as seen 
from the foremost corner of Lenox Avenue and West 
122nd, marks the paramount feature of the building. 
For the interior, the worship space has an 
exceptional volumetric quality, being nearly three 
stories in height. The mostly white plaster interior, 
including arches and geometric corner faceting, 
draws the eye up to the red painted ceiling cross.
Architectural
Imported from Rotterdam, Holland in 1949 via the 
Black Eagle liner, the carillon bell system of forty 
stationary bells, plus two swinging bells added in 
1952, create a resounding and iconic sound in Harlem, 
utilized to call the congregation to church, ask for 
prayers, and at the death of national figures. Played 
in honor of the visit of Her Majesty Queen Juliana of 
the Netherlands in 1952, the bells symbolize religious 
contentment and togetherness. Moreover, these 
bronze cast bells can’t be marred by weathering and 
have been tuned by master bell founders the van 
Bergen firm. Congregation donations purchased the 
bells, representing nonpareil devotion to the church. 
“Tree of Life: Symbol of Salvation,” a mosaic by 
Romare Beardon hangs in the tower entry vestibule. 
Romare Bearden (1911-1988) was one of America’s 
pre-eminent artists, as evidenced by his recognition 
from two presidents and works in the collections 
of nearly every major museum in New York City 
as well as a dozen across the country. An active 
member in the arts community, he alongside 
Norman Lewis and Ernest Crichlow founded the 
Cinque Gallery, which has given hundreds of young 
artists their first exhibitions. Furthermore, he helped 
found the Spiral Group, which ultimately led him to 
experiment with collage. In St. Martin’s, the radiant 
blues and yellows of the flowing tile work of the 
mosaic captivate a sense of joy and excitement. 
Building Inventory
Social
In 1920, Harlem was increasingly becoming the 
center of New York’s African-American community, 
church congregations composed of African-
Americans and Caribbean immigrants began to 
inquire institutional buildings, as with St. Martin’s in 
1928. The first post-fire restoration of the building 
represents African-Americans commitment and 
success of creating a community anchor in Harlem.
Established in 1937 and still operating out of the first 
floor of the parish house, the Federal Credit Union 
was the first to be set up in any church in the United 
States and the first credit union for African-Americans 
in New York City. This credit union was started to 
make it possible for African-Americans to obtain 
mortgages and acquire real property. By making 
small loans at low interest rates to church members, 
it instilled a sense of frugality in the congregation.
7SECTION 02
LANDMARKS IN THE 
CONTEMPORARY CITY
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8The thesis seeks to examine the role of landmarks in 
contemporary cities. As opposed to static repositories 
of culture or aesthetic, this thesis envisions landmarks 
as the site for urban experimentation, modification, 
and mutation. A common misconception is the 
innate fixed condition of landmarks. Frozen in time, 
these buildings are a catalogue or dictionary of 
architectural elements and spatial organizations, 
often grouped chronologically or stylistically. 
Landmarks represent seminal moments in history. 
Not just limited to architectural significance, these 
buildings epitomize the most influential political, 
social, and cultural events. However, landmarks 
are not meant to be closed off from contemporary 
culture. Integration is pivotal for architecture to 
remain relevant. As an instrument that was born out 
of culture, it is antithetical to permanently disengage 
them from culture, and to relegate them to solely 
memory and nostalgia. As generators of culture, they 
must continue to be engaged in contemporary society. 
Importance does not imply isolation. Landmarks 
should exert their influence upon the built 
environment through allowance of adjacent 
structures, additions, or alterations. An example is 
the seriality or repetition of their concept, materials, 
or construction. By reverberating their presence 
through the urban fabric, we amplify their significance 
and role in the contemporary city. Preservation de-
codes landmarks into transferable modes of thought, 
ideas for design, and material applications to be 
expressed in other buildings. As a highly referential 
field, with a history of transmutation of ideas and 
forms, such as the Greek temple to the Greek Revival, 
architecture is in constant dialogue with its past. 
Buildings remain relevant to society through 
their use. Whether it be commercial, residential, 
governmental, or industrial, buildings retain their 
value by being places of gathering, working, or living. 
“Preservation is the job of finding ways to keep those 
original buildings that provide the city’s character and 
continuity, and of incorporating them into its living 
mainstream. This is not easy. It is much simpler to 
move a few historical castoffs into quarantine, putting 
the curious little “enclave,” or cultural red herring, 
off limits to the speculative developer while he gets 
destructive carte blanche in the rest of the city.”1 
When buildings shift from occupiable objects to 
mere images or monuments of themselves, their 
role in society is fundamentally reduced from 
objects of production to objects of collection. 
At the same time, professions, economics and 
values inevitably change over time, so landmarks 
must be routinely updated to reflect these 
changes. The challenge is the articulation and 
assimilation of change, not the hindrance of it. 
The relationship between new and old architecture 
should be didactic, ongoing, and clarified. As a 
supplement, new architecture should bolster or 
speak in dialogue with the concept of the original. 
The role of preservation architects is to discover and 
critically engage this concept. However, additions 
can mystify or falsify the reading of a building. By 
removing functional or compositional pieces, the 
addition can convolute the rationale or narrative of 
the existing structure. Selective or partial demolition 
is an act of surgical exactitude. Thus there must be a 
conscious awareness of what is gone and what has 
replaced it, in order to preserve the original reading. 
1. Ada Louise Huxtable, “Lively Original U.S. Dead Copy.” New 
York Times. May 9, 1965. 
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The typology of historic churches in New York City is 
experiencing instability, which will lead to either an 
alternative stable state or desecration. Often 
determined under-built for their site due to revised 
zoning amendments, these buildings are targeted 
for larger scale developments. Context is critical as 
“In neighborhoods less pressured by 
redevelopment, we have made progress in saving 
churches, such as Holy Innocents Church in 
Brooklyn’s Flatbush neighborhood.”1  The teardown 
of 19th or 20th century buildings and replacement 
with generic condominiums can ignite community 
indignation against these developments. However, 
this change does not always yield poor results, 
rather it can generate interesting fusions of old and 
new design. Furthermore, many congregations have 
decreased numbers that simply cannot support the 
exponential maintenance costs, especially when 
these costs have been deferred for decades. 
Although the solution lies closer to total preservation 
than demolition on the spectrum, preservation must 
include an element of change since the status quo 
is not sustainable. Congregations benefit greatly 
from worship spaces that are respectful of their 
beliefs and create a meaningful experience. Extra 
revenue from new programming and splitting 
maintenance costs amongst new occupants are 
viable options for ensuring preservation.    
 
"You have developers actively seeking out religious 
institutions, saying, ‘Hi, can I buy your church?'"”2 
The cycle happens rapidly as Our Lady of Vilnius 
Church closed in 2007, sold in 2013 for $13 million, 
flipped in 2014 for 18.4 million, and demolished in 
                                                          





2 Gabrielle Birkner, “On Churches, Some See Increased 
Preservation Effort.” Accessed April 2016 at 
http://www.nysun.com/new-york/on-churches-some-see-
increased-preservation-effort/51157/ 
2015.3 The built environment of New York City will 
never be “finished,” but the situation of historic 
churches has necessitated a preservation-guided 
framework be instilled to align development with the 
appropriate measures. A typical response is to 
maintain the outer structure and gut the interior. An 
example is St. Vincent de Paul Church in 
Williamsburg, which was converted into apartments, 
The Spire Lofts, a 40-unit building in 2011. This 
strategy prioritizes façade treatment over interior 
organization, which can be detrimental to site 
programming. As community anchors, churches 
host services, educational programs, support 
groups, soup kitchens, disaster repose centers, day-
care facilities, and after school tutoring. 
Programmatic transformation to solely residential 
can obliterate these pertinent attributes. In 
response, the thesis proposes a combined program 
of Civil Rights Institute, market-rate housing, and 
church.   
 
Churches have transformed into community, social 
service centers, offices, restaurants, shops, 
warehouses, spas, discos, and residences, which 
have ranged from condos to co-ops. Adapting a 
house of worship to a secular purpose is a measure 
that in some denominations requires a de-
consecration ritual.4 In 1983, the former Episcopal 
Church of the Holy Communion, built in 1846, 
became a nightclub called Chelsea’s Limelight. After 
many raids in the 1990s another club, Avalon, 
replaced it, but Avalon closed in 2007.5 
 
3 Rick Hampson, “Our Lady of Revenue: NYC Churches on the 
Market.” USA Today. Mar. 1, 2015. 
4 Nadine Brozan, “Where Home is a Real Sanctuary: Sacred 
Structures and Related Buildings Become Residences with 
Spectacular Details.” New York Times. Jun. 16, 2002: J1.  
5 Lillie Binder, “The Blending of Church and Real Estate,” 
Gotham Gazette. May 19, 2008. Accessed April 2016 at 
http://www.gothamgazette.com/index.php/development/39
74-the-blending-of-church-and-real-estate 
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Another response is partial demolition to create 
space for a new building to fill or structural members 
to occupy. In certain circumstances, the 
congregation will stay on the site, but in a smaller 
building or occupy the ground floor of the new 
building. Bay Ridge United Methodist Church was 
built in 1899 and was sold to a developer in 2008 
for $9.75 million, with plans to build a 70-unit 
apartment building and the congregation will build a 
smaller church on the site.6 In 2006, St. Ann’s 
Church was partially demolished in order to make 
space for the NYU 12th Street Dormitory, a twenty-six 
story brick and glass tower.7 
 
Preservation and community groups are enacting 
upon the call to protect this typology. In 1986, the 
New York Landmarks Conservancy launched the 
Sacred Sites Program to assist religious 
organizations with two statewide matching grant 
programs. The program has awarded over 1,300 
grants totaling more than $9.3 million to 750 
congregations, regardless of their denomination. 
These grants have leveraged restoration projects 
totaling more than $603 million.8 Chelsea residents 
are fighting a proposed 11-story tower above the 
150-year-old French Evangelical Church, which has 
struggled to pay for repairs and sold its air rights to 
survive.9 However, the preservation impetus is not 
ubiquitous as this sentiment from a report by the 
Committee of Religious Leaders of the City of New 
York expresses: “We strongly object to the forced 
diversion by government of resources dedicated for 
religious ministry to serve instead the cause of 
architectural preservation.”10 
 
                                                          
6 Robin Pogrebin, “Houses of Worship Choosing to Avoid 
Landmark Status.” New York Times. Dec. 1, 2008: C1.  
7 “The Case of the Missing Church Half.” Accessed April 2016 
at http://www.scoutingny.com/nobody-steps-on-a-church-in-
my-town-or-do-they/ Jan. 18, 2010.  
8 “Sacred Sites.” New York Landmarks Conservancy. 
Accessed March 2016 at 
http://www.nylandmarks.org/programs_services/grants/sacr
ed_sites_program/ 
The Roman Catholic Archdiocese of New York has 
consolidated parishes due to falling attendance, a 
shortage of priests, and the financial burden of 
building maintenance. Moreover, the archdiocese 
cites church proximity, as several parishes are just a 
block away from each other, as another reason for 
the closures.11 In 2015, the archdiocese downsized 
to 296 parishes, which is twenty percent smaller 
than a year ago, when it had 368 parishes.12 
Decisions to close churches are occurring faster as 
compared to earlier closings, which followed more 
than a year of discussions between parishes and an 
advisory panel, new cases come directly from senior 
archdiocesan officials. Cardinal Timothy M. Dolan 
remarked: “For too long, we have been in the 
business of maintaining buildings and structures 
that were established in the 19th and early 20th 
centuries to meet the needs of the people of that 
time, but which are not necessary to meet the needs 
of the church and its people as it exists today.” 
Dolan’s point about the church as an institute of the 
people and not of buildings resonates and prompts 
a building joint-custody solution.  
 
Landmark designations can be negotiated as with 
the case of the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in 
Morningside Heights. In 2002, two parcels were 
omitted from the 11-acre grounds to allow for 







9  Kate Briquelet, “The Beautiful, Vacant, and Broke 
Cathedrals of New York.” Accessed April 2016 at 
http://nypost.com/2014/05/25/broke-churches-turning-city-
into-holy-ghost-town/ 
10Robin Pogrebin, “Houses of Worship Choosing to Avoid 
Landmark Status.” New York Times. Dec. 1, 2008: C1. 
11 Ryan Hutchins, “New York Archdiocese to Merge 50 
Parishes,” Politico New York. Oct. 30, 2014.  
12 Andy Newman, “New York Archdiocese Will Close 7 More 
Churches,” New York Times. May 8, 2015. 
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From Prussian influence, the Romanesque Revival 
first appeared in the United States in Protestant 
churches.1 This language of architecture sought to 
reinvigorate and modernize the Protestant church to 
meet the demands of contemporary life. The thesis 
will tap into this innate feature of the style to 
accommodate new design. Protestant patronage of 
the Romanesque centered at first in New York and 
New England, but then it quickly spread throughout 
the country, culminating in the Richardsonian 
Romanesque. The development began in 1844-46 
among a small elite of Evangelical ministers of 
Congregational and Low Church Episcopal 
denominations, who employed the country’s most 
lauded architects. These buildings included two 
works by Richard Upjohn: the Church of the Pilgrims 
in Brooklyn (1844-46) and Bowdoin College Chapel 
in Brunswick, Maine (1844-55), both designed for 
Congregationalists. The Church of the Puritans 
(1846), designed by James Renwick Jr. was also 
designed for Congregationalists. The final of these 
early examples is St. George’s Episcopal Church in 
New York (1846-49), commissioned by fiery 
Evangelical Stephen Tyng and designed by Leopold 
Eidlitz and Charles Blesch.2 This church introduced 
the Romanesque to Episcopal church design with 
Tyng convincing other churchmen to utilize the 
style.3 With the new building type, Tyng emphasized 
preaching, philanthropic activity, and personal 
religion, which diverged from the High Church focus 
on ritual and the authority of the church.4 Church 
ministers were instrumental in the design process of 
these buildings.  
 
The interior organization of St. George’s was the 
prototype of Protestant church architecture. 
Designed by Eidlitz with input from Tyng, the 
                                                          
1 Kathleen Curran, The Romanesque Revival: Religion, 
Politics, and Transnational Exchange. University Park, PA: 
Pennsylvania State University Press, 2003; pg. 260 
2 Curran, Romanesque Revival, pg. 260. 
3 Curran, Romanesque Revival, pg. 265. 
4 Curran, Romanesque Revival, pg. 266. 
5 Curran, Romanesque Revival, pg. 269.  
transept-less interior was created to produce a vast 
meetinghouse for preaching.5 Tyng argued against 
the use of transepts and side aisles, citing those 
elements as obstructive. Instead, he implored for a 
completely unencumbered interior and a 
communion table as opposed to an altar. Although 
it has transepts, the square Greek cross plan of St. 
Martin’s creates this same volumetric and 
unobstructed interior design. St. George’s influence 
and inauguration of the Romanesque is seen in Holy 
Trinity in Philadelphia (1856-9) designed by John 
Notman, and St. Bartholomew’s Episcopal Church in 
New York (1872) designed by James Renwick Jr.  
 
As a Romanesque Revival style church, St. Martin’s 
invokes many of the architectural devices instituted 
by prominent American Architect Henry Hobson 
Richardson. Inspired by the round-arched 
Romanesque architecture of southern France, 
Richardson appropriated it towards a range of 
building types during the late nineteenth century.6 
Unlike other revivalists, Richardson “not imitated 
but profoundly recreated [the style] to serve the 
functions of the nineteenth century.”7 Compared to 
the Gothic style, the historical associations of the 
Romanesque were not as rigidly fixed, which allowed 
the style to be used for other building types.8 From 
churches to rail stations, the Romanesque has been 
transformed and adapted to meet the changing 
programmatic demands of the city. 
 
The architectural competition of Trinity Church led to 
further developments in the Romanesque Revival. 
Potter and Richardson were among the six 
architects invited to compete for the commission of 
Trinity Church in Boston.9 Phillips Brooks, the 
minister who oversaw the relocation of 
6 Leland M. Roth, American Architecture: A History. Boulder, 
Colo.: Westview, 2001. Print. Pg 181.  
7 Henry Hitchcock. The Architecture of H.H. Richardson and 
His times. [Rev. ed. Hamden, Conn.: Archon, 1961. Print. 
8 Maureen Meister, H.H. Richardson: The Architect, His Peers, 
and Their Era. Cambridge, MA: Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology, 1999; pg. 7.  
9 Curran, Romanesque Revival, pg. 278.  
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Philadelphia’s Holy Trinity parish to Boston’s Back 
Bay in 1872. Brooks was crucial to the design 
process of Trinity Church, including the ground plan 
and the style. Brooks advocated the Greek cross 
plan to embody the Evangelical style of 
churchmanship.10 The competition requested 
generous transept galleries with an interior 
unimpeded by columns to form a church within a 
church. Brooks intended them for parishioners who 
could not afford to pay pew rents. With architectural 
knowledge stemming from his grand tour of Europe 
and the Middle East, Brooks insisted the first 
condition to break away from the Gothic style.11 
 
Heavily influencing Episcopal design, “It is too 
simplistic merely to say that Brooks was Low 
Church/Evangelical and so the choice of 
Romanesque at Trinity culminated the tradition of 
Protestant patronage that had begun a quarter 
century earlier at St. George’s.”12 The massive and 
straightforward nature of the Romanesque 
harmonized with the eagerness to return to a 
simpler church set-up: “The intention was to 
modernize Protestantism through a sweeping 
Calvinization, which would bring the church back to 
its early principles and release it from Catholic, 
ritualist practices. The reliance on preaching, the 
Bible, communion tables, interiors that conjured up 
Early Christian effects, and the primitive simplicity of 
the Romanesque style were all part of that 
Calvinizing mechanism.”13 
 
For Episcopalians, the form of worship is liturgical, 
which is an ordered sequence of prayers, scripture, 
and hymns. Music plays an integral role in the 
service in order to promote together-ness and 
community. There are two types of worship services, 
one is based on spoken word and the other is more 
music and chanting based. The spoken worship 
service includes prayers and a sermon, but without 
the hymns or music. Reflecting on scripture, the 
                                                          
10 Curran, Romanesque Revival, pg. 281. 
11 Curran, Romanesque Revival, pg. 283. 
preacher utilizes the sermon to connect the text to 
current issues in the community; it is one way the 
church retains a high level of engagement with the 
people. 
 
St. Martin’s has expanded Episcopal practice from 
solely worship service as the church has always 
maintained a strong attitude toward social reform. 
An advocate of the Civil Rights Movement and 
affirmative action, the church calls for equality not 
only in race, but also for sexual orientation. The 
Episcopal Church has pioneered women’s 
ordination, backed equal opportunity employment, 





12 Curran, Romanesque Revival, pg. 291. 
13 Curran, Romanesque Revival, pg. 293.  
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William Appleton Potter was born in Schenectady, 
New York. He earned a B.A. and M.A. degrees from 
Union College in 1864.1 After graduation, he 
became an assistant professor at Columbia College, 
where he taught chemistry for only one year. After 
spending a year traveling in France, he decided to 
become an architect.2 Upon his return to the United 
States, he began working in the office of George B. 
Post and later the office of his brother Edward 
Tuckerman Potter. Potter became partners with 
Robert Henderson Robertson (1849-1919), who 
also apprenticed for Post, as early as 1869.3   
 
His early works included two buildings for Princeton 
University, the Chancellor Green Library (1872), and 
the College of Sciences (1873). These projects 
initiated a long and fruitful relationship with the 
university; Potter also designed for Princeton 
Witherspoon Hall (1875-77), the R.A. and L. Stuart 
Hall at the Princeton Theological Seminary (1875-
77), the University Hotel (1875-76, demolished), 
Alexander Hall (1891-94), and the East Pyne 
Building (1896-97). Furthermore, Princeton College 
awarded Potter an honorary Master of Arts degree in 
1872.  
 
He served as Supervising Architect to the Treasury 
Department from January 1, 1875 to August 1876.4 
Potter was described as “though still young in his 
profession, has already won merited distinction in it, 
and has erected various public buildings in different 
parts of the country which testify to his eminent still 
                                                          
1 Lawrence Wodehouse, “William Appleton Potter, Principal 
“Pasticheur” of Henry Hobson Richardson.” Journal of the 
Society of Architectural Historians. University of California 
Press, v.32, n.2, 1973; 175. 
2 Montgomery Schuyler, “The Work of William Appleton 
Potter.” Architectural Record, vol. 26 (1909); pg. 177.  
3 Sarah Bradford Landau, Edward T. and William A. Potter: 
American Victorian Architects. New York: Garland, 1979; pg. 
5. 
4 Sarah Bradford Landau, Edward T. and William A. Potter: 
American Victorian Architects. New York: Garland, 1979; pg. 
6. 
5 “The New Supervising Architect.” New York Times. Dec. 30, 
1874.  
and taste.”5 While holding this position, Potter 
designed eight government buildings all across the 
country, including the Assay Office at Helena, 
Montana (1876) and the rest were post offices with 
flexibility for U.S. Federal courtrooms or for offices of 
Customs Service.6 After less than two years, Potter 
resigned although his departure was described in an 
account as a “dismissal.”7 The partnership with 
Robertson lasted until 1878; however, they did 
collaborate one two competitions, one for the 
Metropolitan Opera House in 1880 and the other for 
the Cathedral of St. John the Divine in 1892.8 Potter 
transitioned to designing within the Romanesque 
Revival style with Holy Trinity (1888), St. Agnes 
Chapel (1889, demolished), and the Madison 
Avenue Lutheran Church of St. James (1891, 
demolished).9 This phase was short-lived, as he 
quickly reverted back to Gothic style.  
 
St. Agnes Chapel was described as “not only is the 
treatment distinctly Romanesque, but the 
combination of material is adopted which Mr. 
Richardson introduced in Trinity Church, Boston, 
and which he afterwards often employed: the 
combination of a light granite for the field of the wall 
with a dark brown stone for the wrought work.”10 A 
key difference between St. Martin’s and St. Agnes is 
that Potter designed the belfry of St. Agnes entirely 
in brownstone, except for the spandrels of its 
arches.11 
 
6 Sarah Bradford Landau, Edward T. and William A. Potter: 
American Victorian Architects. New York: Garland, 1979; pg. 
7. 
7 “Washington: Architect Potter Resigns.” New-York Tribune. 
Aug. 1, 1876. 
8 Sarah Bradford Landau, Edward T. and William A. Potter: 
American Victorian Architects. New York: Garland, 1979; pg. 
11. 
9 Montgomery Schuyler, “The Romanesque Revival in New 
York.” Architectural Record, vol. 1 (Jul 1891); pg. 17. 
10 Montgomery Schuyler, “The Romanesque Revival in New 
York.” Architectural Record, vol. 1 (Jul 1891); pg. 17. 
11 Montgomery Schuyler, “The Romanesque Revival in New 
York.” Architectural Record, vol. 1 (Jul 1891); pg. 17. 
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On his Romanesque Revival work, Montgomery 
Schuyler commented “All three are in Richardson’s 
favorite combination of material, and all three attest 
their author’s admiration for his work, though they 
vary from it more and more widely in the order in 
which we have enumerated them, and, indeed, their 
architectural merit increase in the same order.”12  
 
Potter died from heart disease in Rome on February 
19, 1909.13 
 
                                                          
12 Montgomery Schuyler, “The Work of William Appleton 
Potter.” Architectural Record, vol. 26 (1909); pg. 182. 
13 “William Appleton Potter.” The New York Observer. Mar. 11, 
1909; 315.  






4. Corner view of Lenox Avenue and West 122nd Street, 1891.
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5. Interior perspective of altar, 1891. 
“The tower of the church in Harlem, with the belfry lights carried, 
on the street front, to its base, is one of the monuments of 
the Romanesque revival in New York, which we should be 
most unwilling to lose, and indeed, the whole composition is 
artistically studied and adjusted.”1
1 Montgomery Schuyler, “The Romanesque Revival in New York.” Architectural Record, vol. 1 (Jul 1891); pg. 17.
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Governor Peter Stuyvesant established Harlem, the first permanent non-native settlement in Manhattan’s 
northern region, in 1658. Harlem takes its name from the Dutch city of Haarlem.1 The land was a broad, 
arable plain with thickly forested hills along its western boundary.2 Most of the land was divided into farms 
in the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries with a small village established on the banks of the 
Harlem River.3 In the 1820s, a mere ninety-one families resided there.4  
 
A modestly populated and rural community, Harlem remained relatively untouched by urban development 
until the mid-nineteenth century.5 Economic decline in the 1830s and loss of land productivity led to the 
failure of many of the farms.6 This led the area to be sought after by those desiring cheap property and 
housing.7 Even though the New York and Harlem Railroad completed a horse drawn railway along Fourth 
Avenue in 1837, poor service kept the growth of Harlem to a slow pace.8 
 
As the population of New York City continued to grow in the post-Civil War period, development pressures, 
which had pushed residential neighborhoods further northward, began to affect Harlem.9 In 1867, low 
density development predominated above West 110th Street from Fifth Avenue to St. Nicholas Avenue; 
many blocks remained completely unbuilt. Clusters of development concentrated around West 125th 
Street and Mount Morris Square.10  Harlem was primed for increased residential development by 1881 
when three lines of elevated railroads on Second, Third, and Eighth Avenues facilitated travel to the area.11 
Harlem’s accessibility increased in 1885 when electric cable car services were introduced on Amsterdam 
Avenue and along 125th Street.12 In response to these improvements in infrastructure, Harlem rapidly 
developed into an affluent middle- and upper-class community. Soon after families moved into newly built 
rowhouses and formed new congregations, impressive Protestant churches began springing up to serve 
them.13     
 
One of the widest avenues in New York City, Lenox Avenue was described in 1889 as “lined with grass 
plots and handsome trees at both sides, and these, when in leaf, enhance the appearance of the 
                                                          
1 Christopher Moore and Andrew S. Dolkart, “Abyssinian Baptist Church and Community House,” New York City Landmarks 
Preservation Commission, Designation List 252, July 13, 1993, pg. 2 
2 Jonathan Gill, Harlem: The Four Hundred Year History from Dutch Village to Capital of Black America. New York: Grove , 2011. 
Pg 5.  
3 Andrew S. Dolkart, “12 West 129th Street House,” New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission, Designation List 260, 
July 26, 1994. Pg 2 
4 Gilbert Osofsky, Harlem: The Making of a Ghetto. 2nd ed. New York: Harper & Row, 1971. and 
Edward Mohylowski, “17 East 128th Street House,” New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission, Designation 162, 
December 21, 1982, pg. 1.  
5 Dolkart, “12 West 129th,” Pg 2. 
6 Moore and Dolkart, “Abyssinian Church,” pg. 2 and Osofsky, Harlem, pg. 73 
7 Edward Mohylowski, “17 East 128th Street House,” New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission, Designation 162, 
December 21, 1982, pg. 1 
8 Moore and Dolkart, “Abyssinian Church,” pg. 2 
9 Mohylowski, “17 East 128th,” pg.1  
10 Mathew Dripps, “Plate 15,” “Plate 16,” and “Plate 17.” Plan of New York City. (New York: Dripps, M., 1867).  
11 Moore and Dolkart, “Abyssinian Church,” pg. 2 
12 Moore and Dolkart, “Abyssinian Church,” pg. 2 
13 Andrew S. Dolkart, The Architecture and Development of New York City, video 
transcript.http://ci.columbia.edu/0240s/global/0244_3_media.html.  
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houses.”14 Lenox Avenue was advantageous for development because it was close to the rail lines, but far 
enough away from the noise and dirt accompanying the trains.15 After major development created several 
hundred homes, by 1890 prosperous white Protestants, who commuted downtown for work, occupied the 
rowhouses.16 However, a decade later many of the original residents moved out and were replaced with 
less wealthy natives and immigrants. Reflecting this population change, many single-family rowhouses 
were converted into rooming houses. During the twentieth century as African-Americans began moving into 
the area, Lenox Avenue became a significant thoroughfare in Harlem as it was the site of protests, political 
activism, prominent businesses, community organizations, and night clubs.17 In 1914, the African-African 
population in Harlem was estimated at 50,000.18 
 
The congregation that built the St. Martin’s complex was Holy Trinity Protestant Episcopal Church. Founded 
in 1868, their original building was located on the corner of Fifth Avenue and 125th Street and was 
designed by John W. Welch and built in 1869-1870. A fire destroyed that building in 1888 and the church 
decided to sell the land to Temple Israel.19 Moving southwest to 230 Lenox Avenue, Holy Trinity hired 
William Appleton Potter to design the current complex, including the church, parish house and vicarage, all 
constructed concurrently in 1888-89.20 While the building was under construction, Holy Trinity held 
services in the hall of the Young Men’s Christian Association on 125th Street near Fifth Avenue.21  
 
The opening services of the new building occurred on April 14, 1889, preached by Rev. Dr. J. R. Van de 
Water and Rev. Dr. L. Newton Stanger with his two assistants. A total of 3,500 people attended the 
morning, afternoon, and evening services. The forty person choir sang Jackson’s Te Deum in F, Stainer’s 
Benedictus, and Tour’s offertory, Psalm 34.22 In 1890, St. Stephen’s Protestant Episcopal Church, located 
on West 46th Street, consolidated with Holy Trinity. Founded in 1803, St. Stephen’s was the fourth oldest 
Episcopal church in the city. Adding 103 communicants to Holy Trinity’s 1000, the consolidated church 
took the name of St. Stephen’s for two reasons: there were five religious organizations named Holy Trinity 
in the city and the income from the property sale of St. Stephen’s liquidated the $150,000 debt of Holy 
Trinity.23 
 
Disaster struck on April 15, 1925, as a four alarm fire blazed for three hours, leaving only the tower and a 
mere shell of blackened stone walls to remain. Firemen speculated the cause of the fire was due to a short 
circuit among the electrical wires between the ceiling and the roof. The fire burned the beams that 
supported the roof and the crash of the collapsing roof could be heard from blocks away. Chief Kenion 
watched several stones crash to the sidewalk and prohibited firemen near the structure. Due to the danger 
in the sanctuary, efforts were concentrated on saving the vicarage and the parish house. Firemen noted 
                                                          
14 Andrew Dolkart and Gretchen S. Sorin. Touring Historic Harlem: Four Walks in Northern Manhattan. New York: New York 
Landmarks Conservancy, 1997; pg. 35. 
15 Dolkart and Sorin, “Harlem,” pg. 34 
16 Dolkart and Sorin, “Harlem,” pg. 34 
17 Dolkart and Sorin, “Harlem,” pg. 35 
18 Dolkart and Sorin, “Harlem,” pg. 14 
19 “Holy Trinity Church Reopened: How the New Harlem Building Compares with the One Destroyed by Fire.” New York Times. 
Dec. 6, 1880.  and http://www.nycago.org/Organs/NYC/html/HolyTrinityEpisInwood.html 
20 Lenox Avenue was co-named Malcolm X Boulevard in 1987.  
21 “A New Church in Harlem.” New York Times. May 21, 1888. pg.8. 
22 Information about the opening of the church is from “Services in a New Church.” New York Times. Apr. 10, 1889. pg 5 and “In 
Their New Church Edifice.” New York Times. Apr. 15, 1889. pg. 2. 
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that after the roof collapsed a great draft surged through the building and flames roared high into the air, 
scattering cinders over the neighborhood. At ten o’clock once the fire was under control, shorers arrived to 
prop up the north wall of the church. The interior losses included the $35,000 pipe organ, stained glass 
windows, the altar, and a bronze baptismal fount on a marble base. The total damage was estimated at 
$500,000 and fortunately the church was fully insured for the loss.24 
 
After the fire, Holy Trinity parish temporarily worshipped at Seventh Day Adventists Temple at 120th Street 
and Lenox Avenue, only two blocks away. However, Holy Trinity decided not to restore the building and 
instead sold the property in order to move to Inwood. This decision might have been the result of 
demographic change in Harlem. In the 1920s, Harlem was increasingly becoming the center of New York’s 
African-American community, and church congregations composed of African-Americans and Caribbean 
immigrants began to acquire the institutional buildings.25 By 1930, seventy percent of Central Harlem’s 
residents were African-American.26 
 
After acquiring the property in 1927, The New York Protestant Episcopal City Mission Society decided to 
rebuild and refurnish Holy Trinity at a cost of $150,000 to make it a social and religious center for the 
African-Americans of Harlem.27 “Believing in the Biblical phrase: “A little child shall lead them.” A 
playground was built on the site and the children of the neighborhood started frequenting it.”  Soon after, 
parents and members of the community started holding services in the ample upper room of the Parish 
House that adjoined the burned sanctuary.28 “St. Martin’s Protestant Episcopal Church opened on May 24, 
1928 to a crowd so large that the dedication by Bishop William T. Manning and services were held 
outside.29 Although there was the desire to build a new building, Rev. Johnson said the constant refrain of 
the congregation was “let’s put a roof on the church.”30 Ordained in 1923, Rev. Johnson first worked as an 
assistant minister with his father, Rev. John Wesley Johnson at St. Cyprian’s Episcopal Chapel in 
Manhattan. Coming to Harlem in 1928, he founded St. Martin’s Parish and dedicated seven decades of 
service to the church.31 Mayor Fiorello H. LaGuardia appointed Johnson police chaplain in 1939. He 
graduated from Columbia College and went on to earn a master's degree in anthropology at Columbia 
University. At Columbia, he was a star basketball player, and he played professionally for a time while 
studying at Union Theological and General Theological seminaries.32 One of his three sons, Rev. David 
Johnson succeeded him in 1961 as rector.  
 
During the restoration, the sanctuary was unusable and the little chapel auditorium on the second floor of 
the parish house accommodated the congregation, but with only a six hundred person capacity the chapel 
was inadequate.33 Fellow community members stepped in to assist with replacing inventory of the church 
as Reverend Henry Darlington, pastor of Church of the Heavenly Rest on Fifth Avenue and 80th Street, 
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donated the altar and several pews. Jeasys Fauset, the novelist, donated funds for a memorial chapel. 
Paddy Palmer, a Harlem jeweler, gave the church a jeweled cross.34 The church launched the “Don’t Buy 
Where You Can’t Work” Campaign in the 1930s, which focused on the segregated employment policies of 
the nearby 125th Street businesses.35 
 
In 1931, a new wood trussed roof was built over the nave, chancel, and side aisles and chapel. New wood 
finished flooring was also laid over the existing floor. Reports noted that the chancel needed new floor 
structure. New windows and glazed sashes were placed in various spots.36 Less than a month later, the 
roof and plaster ceiling over the church section were restored to their pre-fire conditions.37 On June 5, 
1932, the church restoration was completed and the church could comfortably seat 1,200 people.38 In 
1935, a Caen stone reredos and altar were erected on a six inch high marble platform resting on a 
reinforced concrete slab, to which existing sanctuary wood floor beams were cut to make.39  
 
The Great Depression created rampant unemployment in Harlem, as fifty percent of the city’s African-
Americans lost their jobs and work remained scarce for decades.40 In response, the Federal Credit Union 
was established within the complex in 1937 and still operates out of the first floor of the parish house. It 
was the first to be set up in any church in the United States and the first credit union for African-Americans 
in New York City. This credit union was started to make it possible for African-Americans to obtain 
mortgages and acquire real property. By making small loans at low interest rates to church members, it 
instilled a sense of frugality in the congregation. From 1937-1957, the credit union loaned close to two 
million dollars to its members, enabling many to buy homes and other necessities.  
 
At the rededication in 1932, Bishop Manning traced the development of the church from the time the ruins 
of the former church were obtained by New York Protestant Episcopal City Mission Society to a community 
of 1,600 persons.41 With all the church spaces available again a robust adult education program thrived, 
Dr. Johnson placed the classes within the complex because he believed the people of Harlem preferred to 
attend classes in social centers where the academic setup was less conspicuous and where they felt more 
at home.42 The center was cited as one of the most successful in New York with efficient teachers, a broad 
curriculum, precise organization, and advanced teaching methods.43  
 
On the early morning of January 19, 1939 in the below freezing temperatures, a second fire blazed for four 
hours.44 Harry Wells, the superintendent, was awakened at 2:30 am in his quarters in the basement when 
he thought he heard footsteps, which turned out to be the origin of the fire.45 The fire apparently started in 
the basement and made rapid headway. When Wells sought to return to the church he found all entrances 
blocked by flames. A total of twenty-seven fire companies battled the five-alarm blaze until 8 am; however, 
only the walls of the church remained. The fire was described as a “vivid spectacle as they [flames] shot 
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6. Firemen battling the five-alarm blaze, January 19, 1939.
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through the roof in the snow-filled air and cast a glow over a large area.” Fear arose that the gabled walls 
would collapse, so yet again firemen were ordered away from the building. The driving wind carried the 
sparks for blocks. Property damage was estimated at $400,000, which includes sacred valuables and an 
expensive pipe organ, as passersby looked on in amazement as hundreds of firemen diligently worked.46  
 
This second fire engulfed the parish house, church, and rectory; therefore, unlike the first fire, the parish 
house was not an option for services and meetings.47 In 1939, an alteration was filed that stated “This is a 
fire job. The building is to be restored to its original conditions before the fire. The building is not 50% 
destroyed.”48 The restoration included replacement in kind of damaged floor construction, stairs, and roof. 
This fire had a major impact on the recreational and cultural facilities as they were regularly used by 1,200 
young people.49 St. Martin’s Church Project, more than 1,000 boys and girls, included a choral ensemble 
made up of elementary school students. Rev. Johnson stated the goal is “to take youngsters from off of the 
street corners and to develop their native talent in music and religion.” Julius Carroll, the director with two 
assistants, offered free courses in religion, recreation, and music three days a week and a special 
participatory religious service after the training.50  
 
Rev. Johnson’s sermons, described as dealing with current factors affecting the social, economic and 
political life of the population, were widely publicized throughout the community.51 Awarded the University 
Medal by Columbia University in 1941, his service to the church and city was nonpareil. He was elected co-
chairmen of the Committee for the Improvement of Race Relations along with Anthony J. Math in 1944.52 
He later became a board member of the Mayor’s Committee on Unity with past experience serving on the 
Mayor’s Committee on Wartime Care of Children.53 In 1941, a $25,000 Skinner organ was dedicated and 
it is the only one of its kind in Harlem, with a four manual pedal with harp and chimes and great range.54 
After the church paid off its debt incurred from the post-fire rebuild, Bishop Manning consecrated the 
church, as is protocol with episcopal churches.55 The fire damage totaled $300,000, to rebuild the roof 
and interior.  
 
St. Martin’s acquired its iconic set of carillon bells in 1949. The carillon of forty bells was played at 9:45 
pm in a short-wave broadcast from the Netherlands to the United States in order for Rev. Johnson to hear 
the sound of the bells, listening in from the rectory of the church. This program consisted of three pieces, 
lasting ten minutes, ending with the playing of the Star-Spangled Banner.56 The bells were tested in 
Holland with their three-and-a-half chromatic octaves were adjusted for immediate use.57 Johnson ordered 
the bells in June from the Van Bergen Brothers Bell Foundry in Heiligerlee, which together with the clavier, 
cost $30,000. The Van Bergen brothers were chosen after consulting Dr. Karriel Lefevere, a carillonneur at 
the River Church, Riverside Drive and 122nd Street. Dr. Johnson also visited a church in Greenwood, South 
Carolina, which has a Van Bergen carillon, which after hearing reinforced his decision. Johnson state “We 
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had an excellent bell tower in our church…it even survived two fires, but we had no bells to go in it.” The 
forty bells range in size from 3,100 pounds in the bourdon or tenor bell to the smallest twenty pound tenor 
bell. A carillon was chosen because it is one of the least perishable of all musical instruments. Cast in 
bronze, the bells’ tone can’t be marred by weather or age. The bells embrace a chromatic scale of many 
octaves and can play a complete concert of classical music, anthems, hymns, folk tunes, and national 
airs.58 On November 14, 1949, the bells arrived in the port of New York City via the Black Eagle liner from 
Rotterdam and later that year, the system was installed.59 On Sunday morning December 4th, Dr. Johnson 
blessed the bells and Dr. W. Cnoop Koopmans, Consul General of the Netherlands Government, made a 
short address. Dr. Johnson stated “So we shall put music into our tower. It will be a singing tower. People 
pausing to listen to the music of the Bells of St. Martin will hear melodious voices calling the living to the 
worship of God, and be moved to the remembrance of the dead.”60  
 
In 1951, a platform of oak and steel beams was installed to support the bells.61 Two new swinging bells 
were added to the set in 1952. These bells are hung on steel tripods and swing on ball-bearing sockets. 
Albert Branch operates the bells from a booth in the belfry by punching wooden handles attached to the 
bell clappers by metal rods.62 Her Majesty Queen Juliana of the Netherlands visited the church on Monday 
April 7, with a formal invitation from Dr. Johnson to hear the bells.63 The ceremony included a recital of 
Dutch and American music played by Dr. Kamiel Lefevre. After hearing the bells, the Queen commented 
“good Flemish bells sweet and true.”64 In 1954, Queen Mother Elizabeth of Britain visited the church, 
greeted by 10,000 people. She was presented a bouquet of two dozen American Beauty roses and the 38-
voice choir sang “The Star Spangled Banner” and “God Save the Queen.”65 
 
In 1966, the church was designated a New York City landmark. The report stated: “The Commission further 
finds that, among its important qualities, St. Martin’s Episcopal Church is one of the finest Romanesque 
Revival churches in Manhattan, that the impressive bell tower contains an outstanding carillon, that along 
with the Rectory and Parish House, this ensemble is harmoniously related in character, style and the 
quality of its excellent stone masonry and that its outstanding intrinsic architectural merit enhances the 
entire neighborhood and the City.”66 
 
The Mount Morris Park Historic District was designated in 1971, bounded by 125th to 117th Streets from 
north to south and Marcus Garvey Memorial Park (formerly named Mount Morris Park) to Adam Clayton 
Powell, Jr. Boulevard from east to west. The district contains low-scale rowhouses, townhouses, 
institutional buildings, and churches in a range of styles including Romanesque Revival, French Neo-Grec, 
Queen Anne, Classical and Renaissance.67 “There is also much transition among styles in the architecture 
here, which results in a charming, eclectic mix, and the neighborhood retains a strong turn-of-the-20th-
century architectural character today.” Furthermore, the report stated “St. Martin’s Church, with its noted 
carillon is undoubtedly the handsomest example of this style of architecture remaining in Manhattan 
                                                          
58 Nora Holt,“Harlemites Get Second Largest Carillon in NYC.” New York Amsterdam News. Dec. 3, 1949; pg.1. 
59 Municipal Archives, “Alteration 1904-49,” In Bureau of Buildings: Manhattan Docket Book, (1949). 
60 Nora Holt, “Harlemites Get Second Largest Carillon in NYC.” New York Amsterdam News. Dec. 3, 1949; pg.1. 
61 Municipal Archives, “Alteration 135-51,” In Bureau of Buildings: Manhattan Docket Book, (1951). 
62 “Swinging Bells Are Dedicated At St. Martin’s.” New York Herald Tribune. Feb. 4, 1952; pg. 7. 
63 Nora Holt, “Harlem to Greet Her “Majesty.” New York Amsterdam News. Apr. 5, 1952; pg. 1. 
64 Gordon Hall, “The Miracle of the Bells Came True and Harlem and St. Martin’s Rejoice.” The Baltimore Afro-American. Dec. 
20, 1952; pg. 9. 
65 “Queen Mother Visits St. Martin’s in Harlem.” The Chicago Defender. Nov. 13, 1954; pg. 4. 
66 “St. Martin’s Episcopal Church,” New York City Landmarks Preservation Commission, Designation List 6, July19, 1966. Pg 1.  
67 Historic Districts Council. A Guide to Historic New Year City Neighborhoods: Mount Morris Park. 2012. Pg 3 
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today.” The district was placed on the National Register of Historic Places in 1973 and the boundaries 
expanded in 1996 and again in 2015.  
 
Inside the tower vestibule, is a mosaic by Romare Bearden entitled “The Tree of Life: Symbol of Salvation.” 
Romare Bearden (1911-1988) was one of America’s pre-eminent artists, as evidenced by his recognition 
from two presidents and works in the collections of nearly every major museum in New York City as well as 
a dozen across the country. An active member in the arts community, he alongside Norman Lewis and 
Ernest Crichlow founded the Cinque Gallery, which has given hundreds of young artists their first 
exhibitions. Furthermore, he helped found the Spiral Group, which ultimately led him to experiment with 
collage. The radiant blues and yellows of the flowing tile work of the mosaic captivate a sense of joy and 
excitement. 
 
In 1986, the New York Landmarks Conservancy through the Sacred Sites and Properties Fund gave 
$5,000 of funds to St. Martin’s to be used to repair the clavier, bell mechanism, and beams of the 
carillon.68 Anthony M. Giudice‘s Structural Conditions report from 1991 stated the deterioration of the 
building envelope has allowed water and moisture intrusion into the building fabric. With the compromised 
water tightness, the interior finishes have been damaged. The report noted four areas of concern: 
deterioration and delamination of the tower roofing materials, disintegration of the plaster at areas of 
water infiltration, continual disintegration of façade masonry and movement of high pediments and 
parapets due to eroding joints and water infiltration, and damage to building structural system from 
infiltration.69 
 
The general observations of the report stated “the roof of the nave is believed to be framed with steel 
trusses in a modified scissor configuration,” which is inferred from the steel construction visible in the 
tower. The floors generally consist of wood joist framing supported by timber or steel girders in the central 
area, supplemented by the masonry walls along the building perimeter. The construction of the roof decks 
is believed to be terra cotta tiles supported on steel sub-framing between the trusses.70 Both facades have 
staining, open joints, and the stone spires and decorative crosses appear to be leaning forward. William 
Stivale conducted a conditions survey in 1991, which focused on the interior woodwork, marble, mosaic 
tiles, ceramic flooring, and plaster work.71 
 
In 1999, the church was awarded a grant for $100,000 from the Upper Manhattan Empowerment Zone 
Development Corporation for restoration of the bell tower and roof.72 This grant application gave a cost 
estimate of $321,000 for stabilization of the tower, including work on the copper roof, tower structure, and 
bell system.73 
 
As part of the Art in Sacred Spaces program, St. Martin’s hosted the Harlem Biennale in 2014.   Forces of 
Nature Dance Theater, a group to train young people in the arts and discipline of dance, occupied the 
second floor of the parish house until 2015. The group featured children from local schools and the 
Harlem Children’s Zone, a non-profit organization geared towards giving children the support they need to 
succeed as adults.  
                                                          
68 “To Brighten a Carillon.” New York Times. Jun. 19, 1986; pg. B6. 
69 Anthony M Giudice, “Structural Conditions Report Prepared for St. Martin’s Church Complex.” May 10, 1991. Pg. 1-2.  
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St. Martin’s Episcopal Church is located on the 
northeast corner of West 122nd Street and Lenox 
Avenue within the Mount Morris Park Historic 
District in the Harlem neighborhood of the New York 
City borough of Manhattan, New York County, New 
York. The complex has a frontage of one-hundred 
fifty feet on West 122nd Street and one hundred feet 
on Lenox Avenue. The complex is located in a mixed 
use area of mostly housing and ground floor 
commercial. To the north of the complex, across 
West 122nd Street, is a four story with basement 
apartment building. To the south of the complex, on 
Lenox Avenue, is a funeral parlor. To the west of the 
complex, across Lenox Avenue, is a group of row 
houses. To the east of the complex, along West 
122nd Street, is a three story with basement 
apartment building. The complex retains its integrity 
to a high degree. It occupies nearly its entire lot, 
except for a small void in the southeast corner of the 
lot, which pertains to rear yards regulations.  
 
St. Martin’s is a rectangular, rock-faced Vermont 
gray granite and reddish-brown Longmeadow 
sandstone Romanesque Revival style building, 
darkened by weathering.1 Longmeadow sandstone 
was chosen for its softness to ease workability, as 
the church was noted as “a fine architectural 
example of the sandstone and granite.”2 The 
complex is essentially three buildings merged: a 
parish house oriented lengthwise along Lenox 
Avenue, a square church in the center of the lot, and 
a narrow adjoining vicarage on West 122nd Street. 
The robust asymmetrical massing of the complex is 
characterized by the tower, along West 122nd Street, 
inset from the northwest corner and rising above all 
other portions of the building. Along Lenox Avenue, 
the parish house is defined by two terminal gables 
with a polygonal roof between them. Adjacent to the 
east of the tower along West 122nd Street, the gable 
of the sanctuary is taller than the parish house 
gables. These massings create a rhythm of varying 
                                                          
1 Gordon Hall, “The Miracle of the Bells Came True and 
Harlem and St. Martin’s Rejoice.” The Baltimore Afro-
American. Dec. 20, 1952; pg. 9. 
2 John C. Smock, Bulletin of the New York State Museum: 
Building Stone in New York (Albany, University of the State of 
New York, 1890). 
heights, articulated by stone trim accents and 
recessed windows. The intricate roof is composed of 
several intersecting planes, emanating from the 
sides of the gables with unequal ridge heights. The 
roof is a combination of copper, and asphalt and 
slate shingles.  
 
Only three years after its completion, Montgomery 
Schuyler observed: “There are few churches in New 
York so dignified and solemn and “churchly” in 
expression, or that so strongly recommend 
Romanesque as suitable for church building.”3 He 
continued to state: “The treatment, of clustered 
shafts and heavily-moulded arches and deep 
reveals, is simple and massive, and gives an effect 
of great power that is enhanced by leaving the lights 
entirely open.”4 
 
The bell tower is nearly symmetrical except for the 
manner in which its bottom engages with the other 
portions of the building. Rising to nearly 125 feet, 
the tower is principally composed of granite with 
intermittent bands of sandstone at every fifth 
course. The bells are visible through large pairs of 
openings on all four sides, which are separated by 
and detailed with engaged columns and compound 
stone arches. The top of the tower is highlighted by 
a thick band of sandstone and four identical 
pinnacles at the corners. The steeply pitched 
verdigris copper roof forms a pyramidal shape and 
is adorned with a cross. On West 122nd Street, the 
tower originates as an entryway into the sanctuary, 
marked by a set of five engaged columns on each 
side, which are joined by a compound arch spanning 
the width of the tower. Above this arch and after 
several courses of stone is a triangular pediment, 
which marks the point at which the tower breaks 
from the rest of the elevation. On the Lenox Avenue 
elevation, the tower joins the western gable of the 
3 Montgomery Schuyler, “The Romanesque Revival in New 
York.” Architectural Record, vol. 1 (Jul 1891); pg. 18. 
4 Montgomery Schuyler, “The Romanesque Revival in New 
York.” Architectural Record, vol. 1 (Jul 1891); pg. 17. 
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parish house through stone courses. On this side, 
the openings are truncated by the intersecting roof 
of the parish house.  
 
The southwestern elevation (Lenox Avenue) is 
symmetrical and anchored by two gables. The only 
irregularity is the entrance atop several steps under 
the southern gable. An inset cupola marks the 
center; slightly taller than the gabled portions. 
Behind the cupola, the triangular gable of the 
sanctuary rises above the parish house roofline. 
Although the tower is set back nearly thirty feet from 
the lot line, it is highly visible. 
 
The building is grounded by a base of several bands 
of sandstone alternating in thickness about five feet 
in total height. The entrance is marked by two 
wooden doors with inscribed circle recessions on a 
raised platform several steps above the ground. This 
set of doors is framed by two engaged columns, 
topped by a compound arch with a light in the 
tympanum. On the first floor, a series of five paired 
double hung windows, framed with sandstone in 
alternating widths and with sandstone lintels, are 
demarcated by a sandstone course that runs the 
entire length of the elevation. All the windows on the 
second floor are arched and framed with sandstone 
arches. The gabled portions have three windows; 
two wider windows with a thin taller slender window 
separating them. The gables are outlined by 
sandstone coping stones. On the second floor, 
between the gables, are two sets of three windows 
separated dwarf stone columns. The cupola is 
constructed of a steel frame with terra cotta 
sidewalls of both shaped stones and shingles.5 Its 
roof is copper batten construction. All roofs of the 
parish house are red asphalt shingle with coated 
flashings, oriented parallel to the street.    
 
The northeastern elevation (West 122nd Street) is 
composed of the width of the parish house, the 
                                                          
5 Anthony M Giudice, “Structural Conditions Report Prepared 
for St. Martin’s Church Complex.” May 10, 1991. Pg. 16.  
tower, transept of the sanctuary, and front of the 
vicarage. The sanctuary is flanked by two entrances, 
the western entrance being under the tower. 
Identical to the Lenox Avenue facade, several 
courses of sandstone run the entire width of the 
façade and firmly plant down the building. All the 
windows are surrounded by sandstone blocks of 
uneven widths with stone lintels or arches above. 
The width of the parish house contains two sets of a 
paired double hung windows on the first floor and 
two sets of smaller paired windows on the second 
floor. The sanctuary portion of the façade is gabled 
and highly articulated by coping stones, small piers 
at the edges, stone rosettes, and three large upper 
windows at the balcony level. Stained glass windows 
depicting biblical scenes fill the first floor and the 
balcony level windows are simply filled with 
rectangular colored glass panels, varying from 
yellow to purple.   
 
The four-story gabled vicarage has a central portion 
of sandstone with granite trim on the edges. It is a 
material reversal of the parish house and church 
portions. Each floor has a different set of windows, 
varying in dimensions and location, but all ultimately 
aligned towards the center of the massing. The 
single raised entrance is on the eastern side with a 
low stone wall in front of it, topped with wrought iron 
work. Increasing in stone ornament on the upper 
floors, the third floor windows are topped with stone 
compound arches and framed by dwarf columns. 
The fourth floor has three centrally located windows 
with the middle one the tallest, capped with a stone 
compound arch. The roof is composed of terra cotta 
shingles and on the western side has a chimney and 
a large skylight.   
 
The interior of the complex is three conjoined spaces 
with breaks in the load bearing stone walls to 
provide openings between them. In general, the 
interior wall surfaces are flat, smooth white plaster. 
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The interior of the tower is brick with a small portion 
covered by waterproofing. The carillon is supported 
on two steel members spanning east west and 
supported on the masonry of the open arches. Two 
additional beams span north south and appear to 
provide lateral bracing. The north south beams are 
welded to support clips bolted to the masonry walls.6   
 
The interior finish of the nave is plaster, with many 
cracks and pieces which have broken and fallen out. 
The interior walls of the sanctuary are unusually 
stepped as they rise above the floor, which might be 
a result of the ceiling reconfiguration after the first 
fire in 1929.7      
 
The parish house is subdivided into thirds by three 
sliding walls of leaded stained glass. The first floor 
of the parish house is mostly vacant, with a small 
portion of the space utilized as offices. Between the 
southernmost glass sliding walls, a small 
rectangular five foot high partition with door forms 
the federal credit union.  The second floor contains 
a former dance studio space, with the stage 
remaining. Mechanical equipment is highly visible. 
The southern stairwell contains a roof hatch and a 
large central skylight. The northern stairwell 
contains the hatch to the tower, which is accessed 
by a steel ladder.  
 
The vicarage is currently used as residences. Its 
interior has plaster walls and ceilings, wood floors, 





                                                          
6 All information about the interior of the tower is from 
Anthony M Giudice, “Structural Conditions Report Prepared 
for St. Martin’s Church Complex.” May 10, 1991. Pg. 8-9. 
7 This assumption was made in the report of Anthony 
M.Giudice, “Structural Conditions Report Prepared for St. 
Martin’s Church Complex.” May 10, 1991. Pg. 10. 
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The existing conditions drawings were largely produced by the author. The ground floor plan was produced 
by tracing an extant partial plan published in Sarah Landau’s Edward T. and William A. Potter: American 
Victorian Architects, then verified and modified with site measurements. The elevation drawings had not 
been previously drawn.    
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